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I

thank the organizers for the
honourable invitation to
judge this major tourney.
Following that, something must
have gone wrong, because I saw my
name listed as a judge for the
endgame study section in several
announcements
before
I
had
accepted (or declined!) the job.
The tourney director provided me
with 33 anonymous entries. I had to
disqualify one entry (D21) which
had been sent to me for a previous
tourney in which I acted as tourney
director, so I knew the identity of the
composer. This violates the rule of a
formal tourney.
Further, five entries proved to be
unsound:
D07: 9.og2 ue6 10.ug7 uf5
11.of1 ob1 and now 12.oc7 o:c2
13.c4 od1 14.od3+ ug5 15.uf7.
In the 10...uc5 main line there is
another cook: 13.o:f2.
D12: 3.uc8 m:a5 is a winning
position (7EGTB), e.g. 4.uc7 wins.
Another cook is the thematic try
(!): 5.oe1+ uc5 and now e.g.
6.mc3.
D14: Cooked by 1.qh5 sd8
2.qh7+ mc7+ 3.q:c7+ s:c7 4.oc3
(7EGTB), or here: 1...sa7 2.qh7+
mc7+ 3.q:c7+ u:c7 4.md5+
(7EGTB).
D22: In addition to the duals
(12.sg6, 12.sg7) mentioned by
the author, White can win by
playing f5-f6 at several instances.
E.g. 19.f6 (20.f6, 21.f6, 22.f6)
19...e:f6 20.ud3 ue1 21.h4 uf2
22.ue4 ug3 23.uf5 (the pointe of
f5-f6) 23...mh6+ 24.u:f6.

D24: Instead of the dual
12.oe5 (mentioned by the author),
White also wins when he gives up
his f-pawn. E.g. 12.uf7 (also
12.me7) 12...m:f4 13.me7 me2 (the
bu cannot escape: 13...uh6
14.od2 ug5 15.md5) 14.og7 mf4
and now e.g. 15.mg8 md5 16.oe5
c3 17.og7 c2 18.ob2 mb4!?
(18...me3/f4 19.mf6+ uh6 20.oc1)
19.mf6+ uh8 20.md7+ uh7
21.og7 and mate.
One study suffered from a major
anticipation:
D25: Roxlau HHdbV#16170.
The overall level of the tourney
was good, with only the gold medal
study really standing out. In my
view, a good study should always
have at least one surprising move
(and other artistic features like an
idea, flow, economy, difficulty). A
position
with
unique
but
obvious/normal winning moves is a
technical ending rather than an
artistic study.
In quite some of the studies with
excellent moves in the award, there
are passive pieces including pieces
that are captured without playing.
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1st Prize – Gold medal
VLADISLAV TARASIUK
Ukraine

obviously threatens to fire the
s+o battery. Now 9.sc6? with
numerous threats, and pinning the
bo looks promising, but Black
escapes by 9.sc6? sd3+ 10.qf5
sg3+ 11.qg5 sd3+ with a
positional draw. Instead White
also sacrifices his other rook at h8!
9.qh8+! u:h8 10.sh1+ ug8
11.sd5+ uh8 (11...uf8 12.sf7
mate). It is nonobvious that White
wins
here:
12.sd6!
sc8
(12...sa2 13.sb8+! sg8 14.sh2+
sh7+ 15.s:h7 mate, would also
make a nice main line) 13.sh2+
ug8 14.sh7+ uf8 15.sh8+
wins.

KLLLLLLLLM
NOPOPOPOPQ
NJOPOPO¼OQ
NOpOP«P»3Q
NPOPOPOPOQ
NOPOPOPO1Q
NPOXOPOPOQ
NOP»XOPOPQ
NPGPOPOPOQ
RSSSSSSSST
+

4+7

1.sh1! (1.qh2? sb8/sa5
and White cannot make progress)
1...mf4 2.qc8 uh7! (2...se7+
3.ug4+
mh5
4.qh8
mate)
3.ug5+ mh5 At first sight, black
is safe now. But White has a
surprising rook sacrifice: 4.qh8+!
u:h8 5.u:g6 sa5 Now White
seems to win by 6.se4 which
threatens 7.se8 mate. But Black
counters with a queen sacrifice:
6...sg5+! 7.u:g5 c1s 8.se8+ uh7
9.s:h5+ ug8 10.se8+ uh7
11.se4+ and White seems to win
after all (11...ug8 12.ug6 sg1+
13.qg2
sf1
14.se8+
sf8
15.se6+ and mate), but 11...g6!
12.s:g6+ uh8 draws! But White
has
6.qh2!
c1s!
7.s:c1
(7.q:h5+? s:h5+ 8.s:h5+ sh6+
draws, avoiding 8...ug8? 11.sd5+)
7...sa6! 8.q:h5+ ug8 The
point of 7...sa6! is that White
cannot check on c4 of c8 now, and

This is a very entertaining
study. White must sacrifice both
his rooks at h8. After one has
recovered from the surprise, White
finishes off by the excellent quiet
move 12.sd6! The inactive bob6
is a blemish, and also the initial
position of the ws being attacked
by the b!c2 is a pity.

~
4

6.mc4! knight sacrifice 6...m:f7
7.e6 mh6 (7...uf6 8.e7) 8.me3+!
(8.e7? mg8 9.e8s mf6+ draws)
8...ug5 9.ue7! mg8+ (9...uf4
10.uf8! wins) 10.uf7 (10.uf8?
uf6! draws) 10...mh6+ 11.uf8
(11.ug7? (ue7?) mg8(+) 12.uf7
mh6+ draws) wins.

2nd Prize – Silver medal
ÁRPÁD RUSZ
Romania

KLLLLLLLLM
NOPOP0POPQ
NPOPOPOPOQ
NOPOP2POPQ
NPOPOPOPOQ
NOPOP¹POPQ
NPOPOPOPOQ
NOªOP«POªQ
NPOPOPOPOQ
RSSSSSSSST
+

We see a perfect symmetry
study, i.e. symmetry of the initial
position, but also with a unique
solution and a unique refutation of
the thematic try. Such studies
might suffer from a mechanical
solution, but here we see fine
moves like 1...md4!, 5.ud7!, and
9.ue7!

4+2

The thematic try: 1.md3? mf4!
2.mc5+ ud6 3.md7 me6 4.e5+
ud5 5.uf7! mc5 6.mg4! m:d7 7.e6
mb6 8.me3+ (8.e7 mc8 9.e8s
md6+ draws) 8...uc5 9.ue7! mc8+
10.ud7 mb6+ 11.ud8 mc8!
12.mc4! (12.u:c8 ud6) 12...ma7!
(12...ud5? 13.ud7) 13.ma5 (13.e7
mc6+). This position, occurs,
vertically mirrored, in the main
line. The difference is asymmetry:
13...mc8! 14.mc4 (14.u:c8 ud6)
14...ma7 (a similar square is not
available in the main line) 15.me5
mc8! 16.mc4 ma7 positional draw.

~

1.mf3!
md4!
(knight
sacrifice. 1...mg3 2.e5 mf5 3.md3
md6+
4.uf8
wins)
2.mg5+
(2.m:d4+? ue5) 2...uf6 3.mf7
me6 4.e5+ uf5 5.ud7! (5.ue7?
mg5 6.mc4 mf3 draws) 5...mg5
5

3rd Prize – Bronze medal
ALEXEY SOCHNEV
Russian Federation

stalemate,
which
surprisingly
seems
to
be
original.
The
zugzwang position is remarkable.
It is a pity that the less obvious
move (2.uh8?) is the thematic try.
The bua6 does not play.

KLLLLLLLLM
NOpOPOP0PQ
NPOPoPOPOQ
N2POºOPOPQ
NªOnOPOºOQ
NOPO¼O¼OPQ
NPOP¹POPOQ
NOPOPOPOPQ
NPOPOPOPOQ
RSSSSSSSST
+

6+5

1.mc4 (1.mb3? o:d6 2.o:d6
oe6+ 3.uf8 o:b3 4.g6 ub5!
5.oe5 uc5 6.o:f4 ub4 7.od2+,
e.g. ua3 8.oc1+ ua2 draws)
1...oe6+ 2.uh7! (Thematic try:
2.uh8, see move 12) 2...o:c4
(2...ub5 3.o:d4 uc6 4.g6 o:d6
5.m:d6 u:d6 6.g7 wins) 3.d:c4
d3! (3...o:d6 4.o:d4!) 4.d7 oc7
5.od6! d2! (5...ub7 6.o:f4! uc6
7.g6 u:d7 8.g7 o:f4 9.g8s wins)
6.o:c7
d1s 7.d8s s:d8!
8.o:d8 f3 9.g6 f2 10.g7 f1s
11.g8s sf7+! (In the thematic
try (2.uh8?) the wu is now at h8,
and it is a zz with WTM) In the
present position, White plays
12.uh8! zz with BTM (avoiding
12.s:f7? stalemate) Now, White
wins: 12...sh5+ 13.ug7 sg4+
14.uf8 wins.

~

This
shows
us
a
good
construction of a (non)-obvious
6

the surprise 7.qd3!. Unfortunately, we see another piece (wqg2)
that is passive except for the fact
that it delivers half of the mate!
The initial version was (probably)
unsound, but the author managed
to provide a quick correction.

1st Honourable Mention
STEFFEN SLUMSTRUP NIELSEN
Denmark

KLLLLLLLLM
NOXOPOPOPQ
NPOPOPOPOQ
NOPOPOPOPQ
NPOP2P©POQ
NOPOPOPO1Q
NPOZO¼OPOQ
NOªOPOnWPQ
NPOPOPIPOQ
RSSSSSSSST
+

6+4

1.md1!
(1.m:e3+?
q:e3
2.qg5+ qe5 3.qd8+, e.g. ue6
4.qe8+ ud7 draws. 1.qd8+? ue6
2.m:e3 q:e3 draws) 1...sh1+
(1...s:g2 2.m:e3+ wins) 2.ug3
s:d1! 3.qd8+! Winning the
queen (3.m:e3+? ue6 (ue5) draws.
3...ue4 4.md6+! But it is too
early to capture the queen:
4.q:d1? e2+ 5.qd3 q:d3+ 6.ug4
qd1 7.mg3+ ud3 draws. 4...ue5
5.mc4+ (5.mf7+? uf6 6.q:d1 e2+
draws) 5...ue4 6.q:d1 e2+
7.qd3! u:d3! 8.mb2+! ud2+
(8...uc2+ 9.uf4 u:b2 10.od4!
wins)
9.uf4
e1s
(9...qc2
10.od4!) 10.oe3 mate.

~

The final double-check ideal
midboard mate is nice mate. This
study has some excellent moves:
the key (1.md1!), the nice knight
manoeuvre 4.md6+ 5.mc4+, and
7

2nd Honourable Mention
AMATZIA AVNI
Israel

3rd Honourable Mention
DARKO HLEBEC
Serbia

KLLLLLLLLM
NOPOPGPO1Q
NPOPOPOPOQ
NOPOPOPOXQ
NPOPOPOJOQ
NYPOPmP»PQ
NPOPOPOPOQ
NOPO3»POªQ
NPOPYPOPOQ
RSSSSSSSST
=

KLLLLLLLLM
NOPOP2POªQ
NPOPWPOPOQ
NOPOP»P0PQ
NPOºOPOPYQ
NOP«POP¹PQ
NPOHOP©POQ
NOPOPOZOPQ
NPOPOPIPOQ
RSSSSSSSST

5+6

+

1.qd6+ qd4! Black sacrifices
his rook. If 1...uc3 2.qc6+ qc4
3.q:c4+ u:c4 4.sa4+, or 1...ue1
2.q:d1+ e:d1s 3.of3+ ud2
4.o:d1 draw. 2.q:d4+ uc3
3.qc4+! A counter-sacrifice. If
3.sa4? sf6+ 4.uh7 q:d4, or
3.qd3+? q:d3 4.o:d3 sh4+
5.oh7
e1s
win.
3...u:c4
4.sa4+ uc3 5.sc2+ ub4
6.sb2+ uc5 (6...ua5 7.sc3+
ub6 8.sc6+ ua5 9.sc3+ draws)
7.sc2+ ud4 (7...ud6 8.s:e2
qd2 9.sa6+ ue7 10.sa3+ qd6
11.m:g4 s:g4 12.sa7+ draws)
8.s:e2 qd2 9.s:g4 q:h2+
(9...s:g4 10.m:g4 u:e4 11.mh6
draws)
10.oh7+!
s:g4
stalemate.

7+6

1.sg7! me5+! 2.m:e5 qf6+!
(After 2...qh6+ not 3.u:h6? qh2+!
4.ug6 qh6+ 5.s:h6 sf6+ 6.u:f6
stalemate, but 3.s:h6! qf6+
4.uh7
q:h6+
5.u:h6
wins)
3.s:f6 (3.u:h5? sh3+ quickly
leads to a stalemate) 3...qh6+
4.u:h6 sh3+! (4...s:f6+ 5.uh7!
s:e5
6.qd8+
(qe7+)
wins)
5.sh4! (5.ug6? sh6+ 6.u:h6
stalemate) 5...s:h4+ 6.ug6!
(6.ug7? sg5+ 7.mhg6 s:e5+
(sh6+)
8.m:e5
stalemate)
6...s:h8
7.qd8+!
ue7!
(7...u:d8 8.mf7+ wins) 8.mc6
mate, avoiding 8.q:h8? stalemate.
This is an adventurous study
with a whole series of surprising
moves: 1...me5+, 2...qf6+, a
refusal to capture a whole queen
(4...sh3+), a queen sacrifice
(5.sh4), and a rook sacrifice
(6.qd8+), stalemate avoidance and

The stalemate combination with
the queen sacrifice is original (the
exact stalemate is not). wmh2 is
captured without playing. The study
makes a pleasant impression with
rook sacrifices in the introduction by
both sides.
8

a mate. Again, a passive piece
(wmh8) is captured.

18.ug2 qc2+ 19.uh1 qc1+
20.og1! wins.
This is a curious study. The wu
has to shelter three times behind a
wo for the checks delivered by the
bq. bob1 remains passive in the
main line.

Special Honourable Mention
LUIS MIGUEL GONZÁLEZ
Spain

KLLLLLLLLM
NOPOZOPOPQ
NPOPOP2POQ
NOPO¼OºOPQ
NPOPOº¹¼OQ
NOPO¼»PO¼Q
N¼OPOPOP¹Q
NO¼OPOP0PQ
NPoPmPOnOQ
RSSSSSSSST
+

7+10

1.oh5+ ug8! (1...uf8 2.e6)
2.e6 qc8! (2...oa2 3.of7+ uh7
4.e7 o:f7 5.e:d8s b1s 6.sf8
wins) 3.f7+ uf8 4.f6 qc2+
5.uh1 qc7 6.oh2! (6.e7+? q:e7
7.f:e7+ u:e7 8.oh2 od3 (oa2)
9.o:d6+ ud7 10.f8s b1s+ draws)
6...qc1+ 7.ug2 qc2+ 8.uf1
(ug1) qc1+ 9.uf2! qc2+
(9...e3+ 10.uf3 qf1+ 11.ug4
qg1+ 12.o:g1 of5+ 13.u:f5 b1s+
14.u:g5 se4 15.e7+ s:e7 16.f:e7+
u:e7 17.oh2 a2 18.o:d6+ wins)
10.ue1 qc1+ 11.od1! qc6
12.e7+! (12.o:d6+? q:d6 13.e7+
u:f7 14.oh5+ u:f6 15.e8s, and
e.g. 15...od3 draws) 12...u:f7
13.ob3+!
(13.oh5+?
u:f6
14.e8s qc1+ 15.uf2 e3+ 16.ug2
qc2+ draws) 13...d5! 14.o:d5+
u:f6 15.e8s qc1+ 16.uf2!
qc2+ 17.ug1 (uf1) qc1+

~
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1st Commendation
MARTIN MINSKI
Germany

(7...sd7+ 8.sd6 wins) 7...qd5+!
8.ue3! (8.s:d5? s:b6+ 9.ue5
sf6+! 10.u:f6 stalemate; 8.ue4?
sh7+!
9.u:d5
sf5+
with
stalemate to follow) 8...qd3+!
9.u:d3 (9.uf4? sf7+) 9...sh7+
(9...sa6+
10.sc4+
wins,
or
9...sd5+
10.sd4+)
10.sf5!
(10.qe4+?
s:e4+
11.u:e4
stalemate; 10.ud2? (ud4?) sd3+!
11.u:d3 stalemate) 10...s:f5+
11.qe4+ ug5 12.h4 mate.

KLLLLLLLLM
NOPOPOPOPQ
NPI¼¹POPWQ
NOZOPOPOPQ
NPOPOPOP»Q
NOpO1O3OPQ
NPOPOPO¼OQ
NOPOPWZ¹ºQ
NPOPOPOPOQ
RSSSSSSSST
+

A study that one begins to
appreciate better and better when
trying to understand what is going
on. Black sacrifices a bishop to set
up a defence which is based on
stalemate. On an open board both
queens are attacked by a rook
(7.qb6!, 7...qd5+!) and unable to
move. White must sacrifice his
queen (8.ue3!) and Black counters
by sacrificing his last rook. Then
stalemate seems inevitable, but
after a stunning queen sacrifice,
White can play a crosscheck and
mates.

6+8

1.qf7+ ug4 2.h3+ uh4
(2...ug5 3.d8s+ qff6 4.qe5+ uh4
5.q:f6 c5+ 6.ue3 with a mate
soon) 3.d8s+ qbf6 4.q:f6
oe7!
This
sacrifice,
in
combination with the next move, is
the point of Black’s defence. Of
course 4...c5+ 5.uc4 and mate to
follow again. 5.s:e7 c5+! 6.s:c5
Although the ws/wq battery has
been destroyed, Black, being a rook
down seems to have no chance at
all. But: 6...qf5! playing for
stalemate. If White captures the
rook, Black had a rabid queen. The
ws which is under attack has no
good move: 7.sc4? q:f6 8.ud3+
ug5 9.qe5+ uh6 draws, or
7.sb6? sd7+ 8.qd6 sa4+ 9.ud3
qd5+! with perpetual check or
stalemate. Of course 7.qe4+?
s:e4+ 8.u:e4 q:c5 brings White
nothing. But: 7.qb6! Now the bs
does not have a good square

~
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2nd Commendation
ANATOLY SKRIPNIK
Russian Federation

the mate position is known
(Stavrietsky HHdbV#21467).
3rd Commendation
OLEG PERVAKOV
Russian Federation

KLLLLLLLLM
NOPOPOPOPQ
N3»POnOPWQ
N¹PO1OPOPQ
NPOPOPOPOQ
NmºOPOPOPQ
NP«POZOPOQ
N»POPOPOPQ
NPOPOPOPOQ
RSSSSSSSST
+

KLLLLLLLLM
NOPOP©POJQ
NPOPOPOPOQ
NOHOª¹POPQ
NPOP¹P»P2Q
NOPOPOZO¬Q
NPOPOPOP¹Q
NOPOPOPO1Q
NPOPOPOPOQ
RSSSSSSSST

6+5

1.of6 u:a6 (1...qd3+ 2.uc7!
md4 3.a:b7 qc3+ 4.ud7 a1s
5.o:d4+ u:b7 6.ud8+! ua6 7.qa7
mate) 2.qh2 (After 2.uc7? a1s
3.o:a1 m:a1 White has nothing)
2...a1s 3.o:a1 m:a1 4.qa2!
mb3 (4...ub6 5.q:a1 qe4 6.qb1
consolidates) 5.uc7 (5.o:b3+?
ub5) 5...ma5 (5...mc1 6.qa1
mb3 7.qa3 qc3+ 8.oc6+ and
mate) 6.oc6 b6 (6...b:c6 7.q:a5
mate.
6...qe7+
7.ud6
qh7
8.q:a5+ ub6 9.qb5+ ua6 10.oe8
wins) 7.ub8 (7.od7? qe7 8.b5+
ua7 draws) 7...qb3 8.b5+ q:b5
9.ob7 mate

+

7+5

1.e7 qf2+! (1...mg6 2.mg7+!
s:g7 3.e8s or, 1...mf3+ 2.ug3
win) 2.s:f2
se5+
3.uh1!
(3.ug1 sa1+ 4.sf1 sd4+ 5.sf2
sa1+ 6.uh2 se5+ 7.uh1 loss of
time) 3...s:d5+ (3...sa1+ 4.sg1!
wins) 4.ug1! mf3+! (4...sd1+
5.uh2 mf3+ 6.ug3 wins) 5.uf1
(5.ug2? mh4+! 6.uf1 sd1+ 7.se1
sf3+ draws) 5...mh2+! 6.s:h2
(6.ue2? sa2+ 7.ue3 sa7+!
draws) 6...sd1+ 7.uf2 (Loss of
time: 7.ug2 sd5+ 8.ug3 se5+!
9.ug2
sd5+
10.ug1
sd1+
11.uf2)
7...sd2+!
(7...sc2+
8.ug3! f4+ 9.uf3 s:h2 10.mg7+!
uh6 11.mgf5+ uh7 12.e8s wins)
8.ug3! (8.uf3? s:h2 9.mg7+
ug5! draws) 8...f4+
9.uf3
se3+! (9...s:h2 10.mg7+! uh6
11.mgf5+ uh7 12.e8s wins)
10.ug2 f3+ 11.ug3 (11.uf1

A mate with two active selfblocks. Despite the fact that White
plays
various
quiet
and
remarkable moves (2.qh2, 6.oc6,
7.ub8), Black is helpless. The
whole idea looks familiar, but only
11

sc1+ 12.uf2 sb2+! 13.ug3 se5+
14.u:f3 loss of time) 11...se5+
12.u:f3
s:h2
13.mg7+!
(13.mf6+? uh4! 14.e8s sg3+!
15.ue2 sg2+ 16.ud3 sf3+
17.uc4 s:f6 draws) 13...uh6!
(13...ug5 14.me4+! uh4 15.mf5+
u:h3 16.mg5 mate, or 13...uh4
14.mgf5+ u:h3 15.e8s wins)
14.mgf5+!
(14.e8s?
s:h3+
draws; 14.mdf5+? uh7 15.mg3
u:g7 draws) 14...uh7! 15.mg3!
s:h3 16.mdf5! (16.e8s? sf5+!
17.ug2 sc2+ 18.uh3 sf5+
19.uh2 sf2+! 20.uh3 sf5+
21.ug2 sc2+ 22.me2 sg6+!
draws) 16...sh2 17.me3! wins.

Special Commendation
VIKTOR SYZONENKO
Ukraine

KLLLLLLLLM
NOPOPOP«ZQ
NPOPOPOºOQ
NOPOPOP»¼Q
NPO¼O1OPOQ
No¼»¼»P2PQ
NXOPOPOPOQ
NOPOPO¼¹PQ
NZOPOPmJOQ
RSSSSSSSST

The last couple of moves of this
study are remarkable, and during
play there are some surprises
(1...qf2+! 5...mh2+!) this study
has too many checks.

+

5+14

1.oe2+ uh4 2.qh3+ ug5 Now
3.qh5+? is not a mate, because h5
is covered by b!g6. 3.qg3+ uh4
4.qg4+ uh5 Now it looks like
White quickly wins by 5.qf4+?
ug5 6.g:h8m – threatening 6.mf7
mate, but Black has 6...oe8. This
not only covers f7, but, after
7.qg4+ uh5 8.q:g6+ uh4 9.qg4+
uh5 10.qg3+ uh4 11.qh3+ ug5,
also square h5, and prevents
12.qh5 mate. White must remove
the
boa4:
5.q:e4+!
ug5
6.qg4+ uh5 7.q:d4+ ug5
8.qg4+ uh5 9.q:c4+ ug5
10.qg4+ uh5 11.q:b4+ ug5
12.qg4+ uh5 13.q:a4+! ug5
14.qg4+
uh5
Mission
accomplished. So now: 15.qf4+
ug5
16.g:h8m!
threatening
17.mf7 mate, which is effectively
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prevented by 16...qa7 17.qg4+
uh5 18.q:g6+ Now we see the
second function of the wmh8: it
covers g6, and the wq is able to
remove this pawn, and moreover,
g6 is not accessible for the bu
later. 18...uh4 19.qg4+ uh5
20.qg3+ uh4 21.qh3+ ug5
22.qh5 mate!
Of course studies like this one are
puzzles
rather
than
artistic
studies. However, I do like the idea
that the Zwickmühle combination
is used to replace a strong defence
(6...oe8) by a weaker defence
(16...qa7).
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